This paper presents a machine learning system for supporting the first task of the biological literature manual curation process, called triage. We compare the performance of various classification models, by experimenting with dataset sampling factors and a set of features, as well as three different machine learning algorithms (Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Logistic Model Trees). The results show that the most fitting model to handle the imbalanced datasets of the triage classification task is obtained by using domain relevant features, an undersampling technique, and the Logistic Model Trees algorithm.
Introduction
Databases allows storing data in a consistent way, facilitating easy retrieval and enabling both complex searches and computation on data. In the biomedical field, databases are also used as vital resources for scientists searching literature. Over the past few years, researchers and users have noted a significant expansion of such literature databases [1] . For example, the free on-line database PubMed [2] currently holds over 22 million documents, and a simple keyword search can retrieve more than hundreds of thousands of documents. The analysis of the vast biomedical data currently available is a challenge addressed by studies such as [5] [6], as well as the use of this data to identify relevant information for biomedical research [7] [8] . Biocurators who seek relevant information to populate biomedical databases usually go through a time-consuming and error-prone process, named triage [3] . The triage process requires querying the document collection for keywords, and filtering among a long list of results for only the documents that seem to be potential candidates for full curation. This first triage step creates a severe bottleneck in the manual curation workflow [3] [22] , and therefore could greatly benefit from automatic support.
In this paper, we present a supervised machine learning approach to perform text classification of PubMed abstracts, with the goal of supporting the triage of documents. As shown in Fig. 1 , in the training phase, the system learns from correctly labeled samples of abstracts, and makes a classification decision on a new (tested) PubMed abstract based on the analysis of specific features of the data, such as relevant pieces of text that can represent biological entities, frequency of keywords or alpha-numerical identifiers.
By nature, the classification scenario of the triage task is highly imbalanced, since the task consists in retrieving few very specific publications among the often huge volume of available articles. In our context, curators are looking for reference articles related to characterized lignocellulose-active proteins of fungal origin that will populate the mycoCLAP database [4] . The presence of relevant documents is limited to an average representation of only 10% of the total set of retrieved documents. In imbalanced scenarios, classification algorithms are naturally biased by the distribution of documents, and therefore tend to favor the majority class and overlook the minority class instances.
In this paper, we discuss the use of 108 different classification models, defined by experimenting with feature settings, classifiers and class distributions achieved through data sampling. Our goal is to determine the most fitting model, capable of dealing with the imbalanced data issue representative of a real life task and achieving satisfying results.
Machine learning from imbalanced data is a common problem of many real world applications beyond genomics text classification [9] , such as fraud detection [10] [11], medical diagnosis [12] [13] and speech recognition [14] . The imbalance issue can interfere directly on the classifier performance, which is biased by the majority class. Because the majority class is more heavily represented in the dataset than the minority class, it tends to have more influence under uncertainty cases, since the class distribution can influence learning criteria. In addition, according to [15] , a classifier presents a lower error rate when classifying an instance belonging to the majority class, since it will have learned more information from the examples of the majority class, compared to the information learned in fewer examples from the minority class. As classification algorithms tend to maximize the overall accuracy, the misclassification errors are equally considered. This implies that a majority instance misclassified as a minority one has the same error cost than a minority instance misclassified as a majority one. Because the minority class is so little represented in the dataset, even if a classifier assigns a majority class label to all minority instances, the overall accuracy would still be fairly acceptable. However, this high accuracy does not mean that minority class instances, the most relevant ones, are being correctly classified by a given model. Various approaches have attempted to overcome the imbalanced data issue. Two widely known approaches are, at the algorithm level, the use of costsensitive classifiers [16] , and at the data level, dataset sampling methods [17] . Cost sensitive classifiers minimize classification errors on the minority class by biasing the classifier towards making mistakes on the majority class instead. The algorithm learns that an error made on the minority class is more costly than an error made on the majority class. At the data level, the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [17] suggests a combination of under-sampling (i.e. reducing the majority class) and over-sampling (i.e. generating synthetic examples of the minority class), in an attempt to balance the minority class distribution.
A comparative study [18] between cost-sensitive and sampling methods was not conclusive about the best approach to handle imbalanced data. Still, the authors indicate that the class imbalance characteristic is an important factor to be taken into account, because it may affect the sampling factors that are exploited. In this previously described work, the authors adopted Decision Trees (C4.5) [21] and Naïve Bayes as classification algorithms.
Several studies have evaluated the performance of Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19] to handle the imbalance issue, and described it as a sensitive algorithm to skewed corpora. Akbani et al. [20] described a technique that combines SVM and over-sampling, called SMOTE with Different Costs (SDC). The results of the SDC system showed a better performance compared to a standard SVM implementation or compared to an under-sampling method to equalize the classes distribution. Yet, the authors clarify that the SDC algorithm makes the assumption that the minority instances are similar in content and found close to each other on the dimensional space, conditions that should not be considered by all means as typical.
Going beyond the standard SVM model, Tang et al. [23] demonstrated a generally better performance of Granular SVMs (GSVM), considering the application of an under-sampling method, compared to other variations of the SVM model. However, the GSVM was formerly described as a method likely to overfit [24] .
The work of Mountassir et al. [25] evaluated random under-sampling with variations of under-sampling methods on imbalanced corpora. They compared the performance of classification models using standard implementations of SVM, Naïve Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN). Their conclusions showed that SVM was the most sensitive classifier to imbalanced corpora. In addition, all variations of under-sampling methods performed similarly on the most imbalanced datasets used in the experiments (in which the minority class was represented by < 8% of the total number of instances).
In a text classification challenge, Charton et al. [26] achieved a high performance when dealing with severely imbalanced data. Their system was able to handle the classification of minority classes (that were represented by < 8% and even < 0.6% of the total number of instances of the dataset) on a 4-class corpus, and outperformed all the other systems participating in the same task. The solution presented by the authors was a model formed by a combination of feature types, and the use of the Logistic Model Trees (LMT) [27] classifier. The system also showed better performance when evaluated against other classifiers, such as Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees, as well as SVM.
In this paper, we present a similar approach to [26] to tackle the problem of triage classification. In general, the previously described works made use of a readily available corpus, usually suitable for general tasks. In our work, we build and adopt a specific corpus, specifically designed for the triage task, and we discuss an approach focusing on dataset sampling and feature settings. This paper is structured as follows: Section is formed by subsections Corpus and Methodology. The subsection Corpus describes the characteristics of the dataset used in our experiments. The subsection Methodology introduces the approaches used to build the classification models, describing the algorithms, the data representation and evaluation metrics used in the experiments. In Section Results, we present and discuss our findings after experimenting with 3 classifiers, 5 feature types and 9 sampling factors. Finally, Section Discussion presents our analysis, and Section Conclusion summarizes our work and future research avenues.
Materials and Methods

Corpus
Corpus Creation
The dataset employed in our experiments is composed of PubMed abstracts retrieved by biocurators using specific queries and time range. Queries were built with the name of an enzyme (family) of interest, the logical conjunction AND, and the generic string fung* to match fungal-related terms. All abstracts were published before December 31, 2013. For instance, taking this period into account, the query {beta-glucosidase AND fung*} returns a list of 1296 related abstracts. The retrieved list of results was preprocessed with the mycoMINE text mining system [28] , which added bio-entity annotations to relevant units of text.
All documents were then correctly labeled by biocurators as belonging to one of two classes, which indicate if the document will be selected or not for the full curation process. Relevant documents are considered to belong to the positive class and will be retained for full curation; while non-relevant documents are considered to belong to the negative class, and will be rejected by biocurators.
After the manual labeling effort, biocurators were able to identify paper abstracts related to a total of 28 enzyme families, which resulted in 749 positive documents. The equivalent number of rejected documents adds up to 6,834 negative instances. Table 1 gathers some statistics on this corpus, which we call mycoSet. As shown in Table 1 , the total number of instances is 7,583, and mycoSet is highly imbalanced. The majority class, which has the negative label, represents 90.12% of the total number of instances in the corpus, while the minority class, which has the positive label, is represented by only 9.88% of the instances.
Training and Test Corpora
In order to build our classifiers, training and test corpora have been created from the mycoSet dataset. The training corpus is a fraction of the dataset used by the classification algorithms to learn a model that is able to distinguish instances by their class. The test corpus is a distinct fraction of the dataset that contains instance examples used to evaluate this model.
The test corpus was randomly created as 20.5% of the mycoSet dataset instances. We aim to evaluate our models on a corpus that represents a realistic class distribution.
The test set should therefore maintain an imbalanced distribution. This strategy allows the classifier to fit and evaluate a classification model that will be capable of handling the triage task in practice. Thus, we generated a test corpus that contains the same class distribution as in mycoSet, with < 10% positive instances and < 90% negative instances.
The training corpus was generated with the remaining instances of mycoSet. These remaining instances are not only highly imbalanced, but also numerous. As an effort to cope with both issues, a random sampling technique was used to create the training corpus. This process is further explained in Methodology.
Methodology
Sampling
Sampling is a method used to deal with imbalanced data that generally involves low computational cost, since the data processing can be executed before the learning phase. Although sampling has not been shown to outperform other methods that deal with imbalanced data such as [16] and [29] , it does not present limitations inherent to certain classifiers, as some other restrictive techniques do, such as cost-sensitive classification [18] . Under-sampling is a sampling technique that consists of reducing the number of instances of the majority class down to a certain percentage. According to [18] , through under-sampling it is possible to reduce training time, or even make the training phase feasible if the task is dealing with very large training sets.
In this work, under-sampling was employed to build the training corpus, as a strategy to manage both the imbalanced and large size characteristics of the mycoSet corpus. In order to evaluate various training scenarios, we gradually and randomly eliminated a percentage of negative instances from mycoSet. Several training corpora were then generated through this progressive under-sampling approach. A variety of class distribution ratios provide an effective comparison between classifier performances at different bias degrees caused by the majority class. We started from a training corpus with a similar class distribution as in the mycoSet dataset. This allowed us to have a representative scenario of a real document triage. Then the number of negative instances was gradually reduced by a factor of 5%, until balance was achieved with similar distributions on both classes. This is shown in Fig. 2 .
Features
In order to represent the dataset as a feature space, document instances in the dataset have to be expressed in fragments of useful information, and these are used as features to build the classification models. In our experiments, we extracted features from the paper abstract and title, respectively from the "AbstractText" and "ArticleTitle" text fields of PubMed, in addition to the Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers and the "RegistryNumber" text field.
Feature Extraction
Before performing feature extraction, the content gathered from each document was pre-processed. In this step, some ASCII special characters, such as punctuation, and extra blank spaces were removed. Likewise, unnecessary markup tags were eliminated from the content. The dataset instances were then expressed by means of mycoMINE annotation content, their corresponding bio-entities and EC numbers. Bioentity annotations are grouped according to their span. We considered two different annotation spans: the first one takes into account an entire sentence; while the second span, which we call entity, is composed by a word or a group of words. Table 2 lists all the entities annotated by mycoMINE and their corresponding spans. Annotations belonging to the entity span group were pre-processed (as described above). Then, their content was kept as a feature, along with their corresponding entity. Sentence annotations were represented as a bag-of-words after being preprocessed. When representing annotation content as a bag-of-words, we discarded PubMed stop-words [30] and tokens with a length smaller than 3 characters. These very short tokens were eliminated because they contribute more to increase both the sparseness of the feature space and the learning time, than to improve the discriminative power of the classification models.
To give an example of annotation spans and feature representation, consider the following sample fragment from the mycoSet dataset, annotated with mycoMINE:
,SubstrateSpecificity.The substrate specificity of three ,Enzyme.ligninase ,/Enzyme. isozymes from the white-rot fungus ,Fungus.Trametes versicolor These features were used to construct a feature vector, further explained in Subsection Feature Vector, that represents the data in both the training and the test datasets.
Feature Vector
Each document instance in both training and test datasets is represented as a vector of features. Let I be the number of document instances in a dataset, and F the number of extracted features. Each vector holds the number of feature occurrences across one document in a F | I matrix. For example, the document above would be roughly represented by the vector displayed in Table 3 , in which the values represent the number of times a feature was seen in the text.
The larger the dataset size, the larger and sparser is the representation matrix. A sparse matrix reduces the accuracy of the classification models, while a large matrix can be costly in terms of computational processing during the training phase. Techniques to either reduce the dataset size, or the feature space through feature selection, can be valuable in these cases.
In this work, we explore a few standard feature selection methods in addition to sampling techniques. The features were selected according to their occurrence, as an effort to maintain a more compact feature space. Words occurring less than 2 times in the training corpus, or with less than 3 characters were not taken into account when generating feature vectors.
Classification Algorithms
For our experimental purposes, we considered three classification algorithms: Naïve Bayes (NB), Logistic Model Trees (LMT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). A NB classifier is appropriate to provide a baseline evaluation of sampling and feature settings. LMT was previously described by [26] as an efficient classifier to handle tasks where datasets are imbalanced. An SVM is useful to provide a comparison between our model results and previous works that adopted this classifier to deal with imbalanced data. In the next sections we will briefly review these algorithms.
Naïve Bayes
A Naïve Bayes classifier is a probabilistic model based on Bayes' Rule, that assumes a strong conditional independence of features. This classifier builds a "Naïve" independence model, considering that in a feature vector F, the features F 1 ,:::,F n are conditionally independent from each other, given a class C. By this assumption, Naïve Bayes implies that the presence of one word (one feature) is not correlated with the presence or absence of another word in a document, considering a class label. Therefore, the probability of a document instance D belonging to class C, P(CjD), can be computed as:
where P(C) is the prior probability of a class C, P(F i jC) is the discriminative value of a feature F i found within a document D with regards to the class C, and n is the number of features. Naïve Bayes aims to identify the best P(CjD), for all existing C. Hence, the classifier seeks to maximize a classification score for each document, as in:
where class(D) is the class value that maximizes P(CjD). This value is defined after the class prior probability P(C) and each document feature value P(F i jC) are computed. 
Logistic Model Trees
Logistic Model Trees consist of a combination of Decision Tree and LogitBoost algorithms. A Logistic Model Tree is a classification tree, with logistic regression models on its nodes. At each node of the decision tree, the LogitBoost algorithm is used to train a data subset for a certain number of iterations. This number is defined through five fold cross validation. An error rate is computed at each iteration and the one presenting a lowest rate is selected to define a logistic regression model for the current node. A Decision Tree criterion is then applied to split the current data subset. A LogitBoost execution to be started at the child nodes will be initialized from the logistic regression model previously defined at the parent node. Tree splitting will be performed until there is still a relevant information gain.
In a Decision Tree model, leaves usually hold a class prediction as output. In a LMT model, leaves hold a logistic regression function for the current data subset at this node. A logistic function found in a LMT leaf forms a model that does not only represent the data within the current node. It is a model that has been continuously incremented, since it was built on top of a function first defined at the root node. The final model of a logistic model tree is defined as follows:
where T represents the set of all leaves (terminal nodes), S t is the dataset split on the current leaf t, f t (x) is the logistic regression function at the current node x. I is the indicator function: the expression I(x[S t ) has a binary evaluation, returning 1 only when the instance x belongs to the current dataset split S t .
Support Vector Machine
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a well known algorithm that converges to an optimal solution for linear and non-linear classifications. This classifier often outperforms many commonly used machine learning algorithms, even though it may not be an ideal choice to handle large datasets. To separate data points on a dimensional space and tell their classes apart, SVM computes the "margin maximum classifier" [31] . A maximum margin is the largest radius around a classification boundary where no data points are placed. The closest data points encountered next to this margin are called support vectors. These vectors are considered as the hardest instances to be classified. Because of that, they are used as a "support" to draw a decision boundary and build a classification model. If a classification problem is identified as linearly separable, the data points are simply separated by a line in the space. When linear separation is not possible, SVM uses data transformation to separate the data point classes. The transformation computation is optimized to a linear decision with the use of a kernel function.
SVM classifies a new instance (x) according to its distance from the support vectors (x i ), and also from the hyperplane, placed in the middle of a maximum margin. A weight vector is placed orthogonally to the hyperplane, and the class prediction (y i ) for a new instance represents its coefficient on the weight vector (a i ). The decision function for SVM is computed as shown in the following equation:
where y i stands for the class prediction (+1 or 21 in a binary classification), a i represents the weight vectors, K is the kernel function, x is the instance to be classified, and x i represents the support vectors.
Evaluation Metrics
Performance of classification algorithms can be displayed by a confusion matrix. As shown in Table 4 , the confusion matrix of a classification output indicates the number of instances with regards to the predicted and the actual classes. To compare the performance of different classification models, we considered evaluation metrics that are not dependent on class distributions (the number of instances in each class), and therefore will not be biased by a imbalanced dataset. Experimental results of this work are presented by means of Precision, Recall, Fmeasure, F-2 and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). We briefly explain hereafter how each of these metrics is obtained from the confusion matrix scores, in a binary classification framework.
Precision evaluates the proportion of correct predictions among correct and incorrect predictions that the classifier makes for a certain class. This measure indicates if a classifier is capable of outputting more relevant than irrelevant results. Precision is calculated by the number of True Positives (TP, i.e. correctly classified documents) divided by the sum of True Positives and False Positives (TP and FP, i.e. all class predictions).
Precision~T P TPzFP ð5Þ
Recall represents the ratio of relevant predictions made by the classifier between all existing relevant instances that should have been predicted. This measure demonstrates the capability of a classifier to predict the universe of relevant instances. Recall is calculated by the number of TP (i.e. correctly classified documents) divided by TP plus False Negatives (FN) (i.e. all instances belonging to the same class).
F-measure is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall scores, obtained through the formula:
F-b score is a generalization of the F-measure defined as follows:
where b is the relative weight of Recall over Precision. Since in our experiments there is more interest in the model ability to identify the entire universe of relevant instances, Recall should be emphasized when calculating F-b score. Thus, the b value should be greater than 1. In our experiments, we used b 52, leading to the F-2 score. Matthews Correlation Coefficient represents a coefficient of agreement between observed and predicted classifications. A correlation value equal to 1 stands for a total agreement (a perfect prediction), while a value equal to zero means total disagreement. MCC can be computed using the formula below:
Results
In this section, we present the experiments performed using several model configurations. We evaluate the performance of our proposed models when handling the imbalanced issue on the triage task using the mycoSet dataset.
Experiments
Set of Features
The set of features used to build all classification models was derived from both PubMed abstracts, under the "AbstractText" field, and abstract titles, under the "ArticleTitle" field. After being pre-processed, as explained in the related Section above, the final set of features includes 5 types of features: The classifiers used in our experiments are built-in algorithm implementations available within the Weka framework [32] . The three classification algorithms previously described were used:
1. Naïve Bayes (NB) 2. Logistic Model Trees (LMT) 3. Support Vector Machine (LibSVM)
Under-sampling
The under-sampling technique was used to generate training corpora with different class distributions. A first dataset was created with a class distribution that is similar to the one present in a real triage classification scenario. After generating this first training corpus, the number of negative instances in the corpus was gradually reduced to arrive at a more balanced distribution. Until the most balanced distribution was reached (i.e., when each class has the same amount of document instances), 9 under-sampling factors (USF) were employed.
1. Training set with 0% USF: 90% negative, 10% positive 2. Training set with 5% USF: 85% negative, 15% positive 3. Training set with 10% USF: 80% negative, 20% positive 4. Training set with 15% USF: 75% negative, 25% positive 5. Training set with 20% USF: 70% negative, 30% positive 6. Training set with 25% USF: 65% negative, 35% positive 7. Training set with 30% USF: 60% negative, 40% positive 8. Training set with 35% USF: 55% negative, 45% positive 9. Training set with 40% USF: 50% negative, 50% positive This is shown in Fig. 2 .
Performance
We present here the results obtained after classifying the test set using the models built through our previously described approaches. Tables 5, 6 , 7 and 8 present the Precision, Recall, F-Measure, F-2 and MCC results for the positive class, achieved with the three classifiers, using different feature settings.
The results reported in Table 5 represent our feature setting #1, where the set of features is composed only by the 22 bio-entities, F1 as listed in Section Set of Features. In our feature setting #2 (see Table 6 ), the set of features is composed of the 22 bio-entities (F1) plus the EC numbers (F4) listed in the training set. The set of features in our feature setting #3 (see Table 7 ) is composed by the bag-ofwords representation of the text fields (F5). Finally, the results reported in Table 8 correspond to feature setting #4, where the set of features is composed by the 22 bio-entities (F1), their annotated content (F2, F3) and the EC Numbers (F4) listed in the training set.
For example, using the sample sentence given in Section Methodology, the set of features in each setting is represented by the following: N Feature setting #1 (F1): Enzyme, Fungus, Substratespecificity N Feature setting #2 (F1+F4): Enzyme, Fungus, Substratespecificity, 11499 N Feature setting #3 (F5): substrate, specificity, three, ligninase, isozymes, white, rot, fungus, Trametes, versicolor, investigated Overall 108 experiments were performed using the 3 learners, the 4 feature settings and the 9 under-sampling factors. Figs. 3 and 4 summarize the data of Tables 5 to 8 by showing the best feature settings with respect to the F-measure (Fig. 3 ) and F-2 score (Fig. 4) .
Discussion
The results presented in Table 7 , with the use of features F5, are considered as the baseline for our experiments. These models use only a bag-of-words representation of the text as feature, without any domain annotation. When comparing the results in Table 7 (feature setting #3) with the results in Table 5 (feature setting #1) and Table 6 (feature setting #2), we observe that the scores of the bag-ofwords approach are in general better than the scores using bio-entities, and bioentities plus EC numbers as features. This difference can be explained by the feature space size of the models in Table 7 compared to the feature space size in models presented in Tables 5 and 6 . While the classification models in Table 5 used only 22 features, the models in Table 6 used from 186 to 397 features across the different training sets, and the models in Table 7 used 7,622 to 20,729 features. Models with a larger feature space presented better performance, however the computational cost of the learning phase also increased greatly.
Analyzing the results presented in Tables 5 and 6 , we can observe an improvement when the EC numbers are added to the set of features. Models presented in Table 8 show better performance for the majority of the under- sampling factors used. The feature space size of these models varies from 3,338 to 8,931; therefore they are smaller than the ones used for the models in Table 7 , but still they are able to outperform the bag-of-words results. This indicates that the domain annotations do have a relevant discriminative power when classifying documents for the triage task. It is also interesting to note that the use of only bio-entities as features also suggests an interesting cost-benefit. With a very concise feature space of only 22 bio-entities, the classification algorithm still manages to perform reasonably compared to the other more robust models. Such a compact feature space can be beneficial in circumstances in which computational cost and processing time are important concerns.
The results of different sampling factors used to generate the training corpora showed that the under-sampling of majority instances in the dataset contributed to enhance the classifier performance, confirming conclusions of previous works [25, 29] . Independently of the under-sampling factor used to create the training corpus, the test corpus was generated with a positive instance balance that corresponds to a real scenario experienced by biocurators. The NB classifier was considered as a baseline algorithm in our experiments. However it outperformed LMT and SVM in models formed by highly-imbalanced datasets and a small feature space, such as 397 bio-entities and EC numbers. The SVM classifier outperformed in models that applied USF from 20% to 35%, and a larger feature space, with the use of domain annotations and bag-of-words. LMT outperformed the other classification algorithms in less imbalanced models, but with an even smaller feature space. When using an USF of 40% (which provides 50% of majority instances and 50% of minority instances), the LMT performance with 22 bio-entities as features was comparable to the performance of a model using 186 bio-entities and EC numbers. This confirmed the results previously described by [26] that LMT can handle harder classification tasks well.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an evaluation of classification models to deal with document classification in the triage task. Usually, the triage task involves identifying very few relevant documents among a much larger universe of documents, hence datasets representative of this scenario have by nature an imbalance class distribution.
We evaluated different classification models in an attempt to identify the best configuration to be applied in a learning model to suitably tackle the triage task. Our intent was to develop a model that is capable of correctly classifying positive (relevant) instances, and at the same time reduces the misclassification of negative (not relevant) instances.
We experimented with 4 feature settings, 3 machine learning algorithms, and 9 under-sampling factors, for a total of 108 experiments. The system described in this paper can be applied to perform the literature triage of biomedical documents. The results demonstrate that, to achieve the best outcome, the most suitable approach for dealing with the triage of imbalanced corpora relies on a classification model composed by domain annotations, a balanced dataset and the use of LMT algorithm as classifier. Moreover, the other models studied here can be used as further options to tackle the document classification in the triage task, in case of existing constraints related to computational cost or data availability. The mycoSORT system is fully implemented, and publicly released as an open source toolkit available here: https://github.com/TsangLab/mycoSORT. The mycoSet corpus used in our experiment is also publicly available as a list of pairs [abstract PubMed ID -class of the abstract].
For further application of our techniques, we would like to point out that, besides mycoMINE, other scientific wide-ranging annotation schemas [33, 34] are available and could be used to support the triage task in different biomedical research contexts. Such alternatives use the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) vocabulary, the Gene Ontology (GO) and the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) thesaurus, being able to handle an extensive set of biomedical research subjects.
These tools can be helpful to provide broad-spectrum biomedical annotations for relevant units of text in a dataset. Later on, these annotations can play a similar role in the triage classification process as the mycoMINE annotations used as features in this work.
As future work, we plan to evaluate the presented classification models on the triage of medical related PubMed abstracts annotated with MeSH terms.
